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Modified algorithm for information acquisition from satellite images T. M. Talal, National Authority of Remote Sensing and Space Science (Egypt), M. I. Dessouky, A. El-Sayed, Menofia University, Faculty of Electronic Engineering (Egypt) ABSTRACT Image preliminary processing (pre-processing) of remote sensing satellites is considered as a vital process for the received data. The received video data is converted into an easy understandable raster images and any distortions that results during the satellite manufacturing process or through data acquisition and transmission are eliminated. This paper proposes the pre-processing algorithms that should be performed to the received data from remotely sensing satellites with Visible and Infra-Red (VIR) sensors beginning from reception of data by antenna at the Ground Data Reception Station (GDRS) until delivery of level 1A product (radiometrically corrected image). Briefly, the received data should be processed in two levels; level 0 to produce the raw image, and level 1 to produce radiometrically and geometrically corrected image. Keywords: Image pre-processing, remote sensing, level 0, level 1



1. INTRODUCTION Remote sensing becomes an important source for capturing data about earth's outer and inner surfaces, water coverage, and atmosphere to help decision makers to take right decisions in faster and more accurate way. As satellites and space crafts are the most advanced remote sensing facilities that can collect data about any object in repetitive way (at different times), the processing of satellite images becomes a valuable procedure during the last decades. Satellite image's processing is mainly classified into pre-processing procedure [1] and post processing procedure; preprocessing is performed to obtain raw image and systematic errors' elimination [2-5] while post processing concerns non-systematic errors' elimination, thematic mapping, vectorization, classification , Digital Elevation Model (DEM) construction, and all different methods of image analysis. Video data, which is acquired by satellites, is distorted through its path that consists of spacecraft sensors, X-band communication, and the atmosphere segments. All of these segments affect the quality of the received video data. To analyze and understand the received data to apply it in different applications, data should be freed of distortions and put into suitable format by using what is called pre-processing of satellite images. This paper includes a brief description of the system, then preprocessing flowchart. After that a brief description of the preprocessing algorithms that should be developed for pre-processing tasks of remote sensing satellites that should be applied into GDRS. Simulation results of the developed modules will be displayed to be evaluated. Finally, the conclusion of this paper will be presented.



2. SYSTEM DESCRIPTION Video data, which is acquired by satellite, is down-linked through S-band or X-band antenna to GDRS when satellite enters its visibility zone. After reception, data subjects to subsequent processing functions or algorithms to obtain useful information.
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Pre-processing algorithms are listed as follows: 1. Demodulation and decoding of the modulated and coded received data (it is not the responsibility of the image processing group). 2. Unpacking of packed data [6]. This process is applied usually on data files with extension (beginning of pre-processing procedure). 3. Decompression (according to the size of down-linked data) of the compressed data [7]. 4. Rastering of video data file into raster format and converting after that into a standard image format (for example; TIFF format). 5. Estimation of image quality, reception quality, and cloudiness percentage [8]. 6. Calibration and radiometric corrections (such as filtration and contrast enhancements) [2-4]. 7. Geometric corrections (applied to compensate for camera optics and scanning distortions) [5]. 8. Archiving (means recording of the different levels' products (images) into DB to be easy retrieved). The image is transferred for further processing to analyze and understand the received images (post processing) [8-10], which is user-defined processing according to specific customers. But in general, the post-processing steps are summarized as follows: • Classification of raster images. • Change detection. • Advanced radiometric corrections and enhancements. • Geo-referencing (according to ground control points (GCP)). • Generation of thematic layers. • Vectorization of thematic layers to obtain digital maps. • Obtaining DEM (Digital Elevation Model) using two images from different angles of the same area.



3. PRE-PROCESSING ALGORITHMS Image pre-processing functions are mainly implemented into three levels which can be used for the most of remote sensing satellites, as shown in Fig. 1 [11]: 3.1. Level 0: For level 0, all needed algorithms to get the raw image are applied to the received bit stream, starting from unpacking of packed bit stream until image rastering and conversion into standard format. It constructs from the following algorithms: 3.1.1.



Unpacking algorithm:



This algorithm separates video information for each channel from service information for each channel. Video information mostly is packed using CCSDS (Consultative Committee for Space Data Systems) packing protocol [6]. This protocol is widely used by a lot of missions. CCSDS protocol use ranges from CCSDS Version 1 Transfer Frames for telemetry (early missions) to the full suite of conventional and/or Advanced Orbiting Systems (AOS) telemetry and telecommand protocols. Many of these missions also follow CCSDS Recommendations for data archiving, Space Link Extension (SLE) services, Time Code Formats, and Lossless Data Compression; the majority conform to CCSDS Recommendations for Radio Frequency and Modulation. Systems (RFMS) for telecommunications satellites, using of CCSDS protocols is generally limited to space craft command and control. NileSat 101, 102, Hotbird, and QuickBird satellites are mission examples that use CCSDS protocol [12].
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If data is compressed after acquisition by camera of the satellite, another unpacking algorithm (i.e. FDTP protocol) should be applied to unpack the compressed data. 3.1.2.



Decompression algorithm:



This algorithm decompresses data that is on-board compressed. Compression techniques can be classified into loosely and lossless compression techniques. Usually lossless compression techniques are preferred for compression purposes for satellites although the compression ratio is low, as there is no loss of data. Run-length Encoding and Huffman Coding are examples of lossless compression techniques while Scalar Quantization and JPEG 2000 are kinds of loosy techniques. Decompression simply means applying the inverse sequence of compression techniques. For lossless techniques, Inverse Discrete Cosine Transform (IDCT) should be applied for each 8x8 block of data [7] as:



F ( x, y ) =



1 7 7 (2 x + 1)uπ (2 x + 1)vπ cos c(u )c(v) D(u, v) cos ∑∑ 4 u =0 v =0 16 16



(1)



Where: D is the matrix of frequency coefficients and c are the normalization coefficients. 3.1.3.



Cutting into frames algorithm:



This aim of this algorithm is to split the received bit stream into frames for archiving purposes and according to standard sizes. The standard sizes for frames are 1x1, 1x3 or 1x5 frame. 3.1.4.



Image Rastering algorithm:



This algorithm means simply the conversion of each frame as bit stream into two-dimensional image (raster format). 3.1.5.



Quality estimation algorithms:



They are used to prepare three main reports to estimate reception quality, image quality, and cloudiness [8]. These reports are sent with level 0 images to help customer for further processing. These reports also will be archived into D.B. of GDRS. Reception quality algorithms define distortion probability inside the service fields and CRC value to decide if there is error through transmission or not. Image quality algorithms define CCD (Charge Coupled Device) noise and over all S/N ratio, number of pixels and lines losses, contrast of the scene, level of adaptation to human visual system brightness, and sharpness of the image. Cloudiness algorithm defines the percentage of coverage area by clouds to estimate the informative area of image and then the ability to interpolate the clouded area or not. 3.2. Level 1A: For level 1A, calibration and radiometric corrections are applied to the raw image: 3.2.1.



Calibration algorithm:



This algorithm is used to calibrate the systematic photometry (radiometry) distortions [4] that result from sensitivity variations of different pixels of CCD component of the imager and difference of illumination, produced by objective in different pixels of CCD plane (according to the falling angle). During this step, raw image is calibrated and gain is adjusted to correct for known radiance response characteristics of the camera sensor system. This known radiance response is listed into the calibration table that is used to calibrate each pixel of the received image independently.
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3.2.2.



Radiometric correction algorithms:



There are several radiometric correction algorithms that can be used to eliminate systematic and some of nonsystematic radiometry distortions like blurs, pulse noises, strip noises, etc… that are introduced through the path of video data from objective lenses until reception into GDRS. The most common radiometric corrections can be classified into; filtration [3, 4], and contrast enhancements [2]. Filtration concerns eliminating of pulse noises from images or enhancing edges of objects of image according to filter type. Filters can be classified according to linearity as linear and nonlinear filters .Filters also can be classified according to functionality into smoothing and sharpening filters. While contrast and brightness enhancements increase the contrast of image that enhances image details. Contrast stretching and histogram equalization are the common contrast enhancement techniques. Contrast stretching is developed in our simulator using basic contrast stretching method that computes the pixel value as: P − L (2) x 255 H − L Where P’: the new pixel, P: the old pixel, L: the lowest value, and H: the highest value P '=



3.3. Level 1B: For level 1B, geometric corrections are applied to the radiometrically corrected image (this is applied only to compensate camera optics and scanning distortions). 3.3.1.



Geometric correction algorithm:



This algorithm is concerned only with compensation for camera optics and scanning distortions [5]. This geometric correction should provide: • Recalculation of MSU-EU scanner images with taking into consideration elliptic shape of the Earth, mirror axis rotation, roll, pitch, yaw of SC; • Geo-referencing in two coordinate systems – Krasowskiy ellipsoid 1942 and WGS-84 basing on the scanner data and orbital data of SC motion; • Representation of image on regular coordinate grid with minimum introduced distortions of image pixel brightness values.
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Fig. 1. Common pre-processing algorithms flowchart



Main principle, laid in the system of geometrical correction of MSU-EU, is analytic calculation of each pixel center position of non-corrected image on the surface of the Erath model (geographical longitudes ϕ and latitudes λ), which is defined by selected coordinate system on the basis of predefined shooting geometric parameters such as angular orientation, angular velocities, satellite positions and projection, etc… These levels' definitions differ slightly from satellite to another. However, these definitions are the mostly used for the most known remote sensing satellites such as LANDSAT, IKONOS and SPOT with small deviations. All of these mentioned levels (L0, L1A, and L1B) should be archived into the D.B. to be easily retrieved later for further customized processing (post processing) to analyze and understand images for the different human applications and activities.



4. RESULTS Preprocessing algorithms were implemented using Borland C++ Builder programming language [13, 14]. Some of the resultant modules will be displayed. An analytical result will be illustrated for estimation of the improvement of applying the contrast stretching technique. The used test image represents part of Cairo, Egypt. Before starting the tour to illustrate snapshots of different image preprocessing algorithms, attention should be paid to how the available images should be used to apply the different algorithms of preprocessing. As known, preprocessing should be performed to every channel of video data separately, so the first algorithm should be channels separation of the true color image.
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ƒ



Unpacking algorithm of FDTP (Frame of Data Transmission Protocol) packing format (in case of compression):



Fig. 2 . Unpacking of Frame of Data Transmission Protocol packing format interface



As illustrated in Fig. 2, the starting address for each unpacked packet in each unpacked buffer is displayed just to check the success (completeness) of unpacking process. As discussed before, this algorithm is applied in case of data compression into DCU (Data Compression Unit). ƒ



Image quality estimation algorithm:



Fig. 3. Calculation of Root Mean Square (RMS) value module



This module calculates the RMS (Root Mean Square) value between an image and its noised version as illustrated in RMS value reflects the quality of the received noised images. The noised version of image is obtained by adding random noise to the image. Fig. 3.
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ƒ Low and High Pass Filters' algorithms: The following snapshots represent filtration algorithms as Fig. 4 (a) represents low pass filtration process [3, 4, 15] to eliminate pulse noise that results during data transmissions from satellite to GDRS and Fig. 4 (b) represents the snapshot of a high pass technique [8] that is called Sobel filter that enhances edges or boundaries among objects.



Fig. 4. (a) Low pass filter snapshot, (b) Sobel (High pass) filter snapshot



ƒ Contrast analytical result: Contrast calculations of Cairo image before and after applying the contrast stretching algorithm is illustrated in Fig. 5 as average and maximum contrast. As shown, the contrast of the stretched image is approximately twice of the original one. Average contrast and maximum contrast calculations for different cutting levels are listed in Table 1 and represented in Average contrast means calculation of the average contrast over one block of the image (after dividing the image into 2x2 blocks), then calculation of the whole image contrast as the average contrast value represents the block intensity value. While maximum contrast means calculation of the maximum contrast of each two pixels over a block (2x2) of the image, then calculation of the whole image contrast as the average contrast value represents the block intensity value. These contrast values are more realistic than calculations of the contrast value of the whole image immediately as the overall contrast value almost equals 1. Fig. 6.



Table 1 Average contrast and maximum contrast values for different cutting levels
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Fig. 5 Contrast calculations of Cairo image before and after applying contrast stretching



Average and Maximum Conntrast values for diff. cutting levels 0.4 0.3 0.2 0.1 0
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Fig. 6 Flowchart of contrast improvement as contrast stretching technique is applied



5. CONCLUSION This paper represents the implementation of most of pre-processing algorithms, which are vital processes for satellite images as they convert the received bit streams into easily understandable raster images and correct these images radiometrically and geometrically. Pre-processing has a common sequence but it should be customized for specific requirements and purposes. Contrast of the image after applying contrast stretching algorithm is better than that of the original image by ratio proportional with histogram cutting percentage as illustrated in Table 1 and Fig. 6. Simulation results implement a lot of modules of pre-processing for satellite images and thus the full pre-processing S/W package can be developed to implement all functions that should be performed since reception of data into GDRS
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until delivery of level 1B product. So, modifying of any module can be implemented easily when system is updated or changed.
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